The following candidates have been short listed for the interview for the position of Lab. Technician (through outsource basis) against the advt. no. 19/2016 to be held on 21.11.2016 at 10.00 AM in the Board Room of ILS.

Sl. No.  Name of the candidate
1. Nrusingha Charan Puhan
2. Prashant Kumar Nayak
3. Sipu Mallik
4. Sathesh
5. Sitaram Benuhkar Ghose
6. Tapaswini Hota
7. Sandeep Ota
8. Umesh Ankush Kakde
9. Kedarnath Nag
10. Balaram Mallik
11. Sarbajit Patra
12. Mrutyunjay Mahapatra
13. Dharmendra Baral
14. Prakash Keshari Panda
15. Ichhamati Pradhan
16. Shibaji Behera
17. Satya Prakash Dash
18. Subhashree Beura
19. Banishree Sahoo

NB: Candidates listed above are provisionally found suitable to be called for the interview subject to production of original certificates/documents at the time of interview for verification.

Administrative Officer

CC to:
1. Mr. Sameer K. Kar, Information Officer/Mr. S. S. Mohanty, Lab Technician, ILS for display in ILS web site.
2. Notice Board